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ABSTRACT
We present preliminary results on identifying unique devices
using an attack exploiting temporal patterns on packet bursts
during Wi-Fi network discovery. The attack achieves a 94.1%
success rate in detecting unique mobile devices.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Network privacy and anonymity.

1 EXPLOITING INTER-BURST TIMING
With a pervasive Wi-Fi network infrastructure, people are
equipped with devices that allow them to easily be tracked.
To obtain connectivity, Wi-Fi devices must search for nearby
access points (APs) to connect with, in which they broad-
cast probe request packets that contain their unique factory-
assigned MAC address, allowing a nearby attacker to easily
identify them. As a defense, mobile devices adopted MAC
address randomization to prevent leaking devices’ globally
unique address while removing the link between sequential
packets. Since the MAC address is not the only explicit iden-
tifier while probing,MAC randomization alone fails to protect
other identifiers that can be used to track users.

Even without a unique identifier, Wi-Fi traffic from a given
device demonstrates temporal patterns that can be exploited
to track it [1, 2]. In this work, we conduct a preliminary
analysis on a new attack that exploits temporal patterns
between bursts of probe requests transmitted by a device
during network discovery. Our attack’s intuition lies in how
Wi-Fi devices configure scanning for APs on a predictable
interval. We refer to this as the burst interval. By measuring
burst intervals, similar measurements can be used to identify
a device with high probability as it uses MAC randomization.
Attack Design: Using the above intuition, the attack’s

goal is to find repeating patterns from a sequence of probes.
Given a trace of probe request transmissions, we create a
time-domain matched filter where if there is a probe at time
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Device Detection Rate Burst Interval
Windows 10 Laptop 85.7% 59.7s ± 20ms
Raspberry Pi 3B+ 96.8% 60.0s ± 25ms

Ubuntu 20.04 Laptop 100% 63.0s ± 30ms
Table 1: Detection Rates and Observed Burst Intervals
from the burst interval attack against deployed devices.

𝑡 , then the value of the sequence 𝑆 (𝑡) is 1, otherwise 0. A
base pattern 𝑏𝑘,𝑇 representing a sequence of 𝑘 bursts spaced
by time𝑇 is then used to find probes matching the sequence
from the capture. At time index 𝑖 , 𝑏𝑘,𝑇 (𝑖) is set to 1 if 𝑖 =

{1, ...𝑘}𝑇 . To find the pattern 𝑏𝑘,𝑇 in 𝑆 (𝑡), we correlate time-
shifted copies of the base pattern with the captured sequence.
If the correlation results above a threshold, probes from the
positive results are considered belonging to the same device.

Implementation: In a sparse network (i.e., <20 devices),
a Windows 10 laptop, a Raspberry Pi 3B+ running the brcmf-
mac WLAN driver, and an Ubuntu 20.04 laptop running the
ath10k WLAN driver are deployed with MAC randomization
enabled. A MacBook Air captures packets on Channel 1 for
30 minutes, then the packet capture is analyzed using the
recorded random MAC addresses as ground truth.
Results: A successful result of the burst interval attack

correctly identifies the MAC addresses used by a given de-
ployed device. This is measured as precision, where the num-
ber of correct matches is divided by the number of matches
made. From our analysis, the burst interval attack identifies
the deployed devices with an average true positive rate of
94.1%. Detection rates for each device are summarized in
Table 1. Burst intervals account for variation from channel
contention on the medium.
Based on experimental results, our burst interval attack

can identify unique devices by exploiting predictable trans-
mission timing during Wi-Fi network discovery.
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